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این فایل تنها قسمتی از ترجمه میباشد. برای تهیه مقاله ترجمه شده کامل با فرمت ورد (قابل ویرایش) همراه با نسخه انگلیسی مقاله، اینجا کلیک نمایید.
5. Conclusions

Crisis management is a dynamic process of interrelated phases with substantial impact from one crisis phase to the other. Results indicate that pre-crisis management phase influence heavily crisis and post crisis management phase. If public administration is well prepared doing the right things before a crisis then operates effectively regarding signal detection of a forthcoming crisis, crisis preparation and prevention, crisis recognition and containment and post crisis recovery and learning. This process is easier for conventional crises, which are easier to predict and handle.

The ability of the CMT leader to assess information and make decisions about reaction in conditions of urgency is positively related to the pre-crisis management phase since has a strong impact on signal detection of the forthcoming crisis, crisis preparation and crisis prevention during initial crisis stages especially for conventional crises. The prescribed ability seems also very important for public administration’s recovery and learning after unexpected and intractable crises.